
THEA MUSGRAVE – NARCISSUS 

 

Info about Digital delay machine for Narcissus [flute version] 

 

Geoffrey Kidde: has a KORG DDS which he says is very adequate.  But possibly 

discontinued. There is a HOLD button.  Needs help with programming.  Good 

electronic music store should be able to help. 

 

Pat Spencer says the DIGITECH 2000 sampler has CLICKS (key clicks) 

 

 Now she has LEXICON 15   This is a complex machine and it took an 

engineer a bout 2 hours to hook up.  However if it gets done correctly it can be 

programmed and you simply switch to the next setting without any key clicks. 

  

B.   here are performance notes from various performers in GREAT detail!!!  Perhaps 

this is useful. 

  
NARCISSUS 

flute and clarinet version 

Some notes for performance compiled by Thea Musgrave, Pat Spencer, Karen Bennett and 

Gerry Errante. 

 

SYSTEM. 

Narcissus was originally written for a VESTA KOZA DIG 41l delay System 

Pat Spencer now uses a DIGITECH 

Gerry Errante uses a ROLAND SDE 3000 

 

The system MUST have the HOLD function 

 

If the delay system does N0T have a BYPASS feature the following set-up works well (Karen 

Bennett): 

One volume pedal 

One foot switch for hold function, 

Before beginning the work press the hold switch, “catching” nothing but silence in the loop.  

Play the first section until the point marked “Bypass off” at the bottom of page 2 (flute 

version). Depress the foot switch, eliminating the hold.  The clicking should not be a problem 

here but if it is, the same thing can be done combined with the volume pedal.  The result to 

the audience is that the dry sound only comes out of one speaker for the first section) instead 

of both. 

 

REQUIREMENTS 

- contact mike for flute/clarinet 

- pre-amp with high impedance output for flute/clarinet 

(set treble-low: bass-high; sens-low.  Helpful in eliminating clicks) 

- 3/4 foot switches (to control gain: to control hold function: for bypass: and possibly 

also one to advance preset) 

- back up cables & adaptors 

- a few extra fuses for the amplifier 

- an extension cord 

- two music stands 

- request a pedestal, shoulder height, on which to set the Delay system. 

- a black cloth to drape across the pedestal 

 



REHEARSAL 

If possible,rehearse in the hall with the equipment at least one day prior to the performance 

(on a day; when audio supply outlets are OPEN!) 

 

During this rehearsal balance levels carefully [have somebody listen from a distance) and 

WRITE DOWN all the volume settings: the preamp; the delay system; the power amp; the 

left and right balance settings.  HOWEVER in a Hall with very live acoustics anticipate a 

change when audience is present. 

 

It is IMPORTANT to make sure that the balance between LIVE and DELAY are EQUAL. 

 

When judging OVERALL LEVELS, pick out loudest places in the work, and then the softest 

ones.  Don't judge balance of live and delay from where the delay system first kicks in! 

 

Rehearsal on the day allow at least 45 minutes to set up equipment. 

 

Keep a check list of your equipment: 

Pat's list: Delay system; volume foot pedal; 2 foot switches; pre-amp; 5 cables; 2 

double ended phone plugs; 2 with phone plug on one end and RCA plugs on the 

other; and 1 from the flute mike to the pre-amp. PLUS back-up cables, a back-up pre-

amp and back-up foot switches. 

 

Have final check list of settings before playing the piece. 

Pat's list when using the VESTA KOZA: 

 Feedback 0 

mod both 0 

delay time 512 x 0.5 

bypass  ON 

hold off 

volume pedal UP 

N0 hi-cut (it cuts out 80% of the delay) 

 
NARCISSUS CAN BE PLAYED BY THE INSRUMENTALIST OPERATING ALL THE CONTROLS, AN 

ADVANTAGE WITH REGARD TO THE TIMING OF THE HOLD FUNCTION. 

 

MUSICAL PREPRATION 

For those unused to working with electronics it is perhaps helpful to stress that it is important 

to take time to get familiar with the system.  Things can and do go wrong!  Often it is just a 

loose connection.   If there is a BUZZ, try to isolate it by unplugging things in turn to find out 

where it is (a dirty pot in the pre-amp for instance). 

 

Be sure to read through the work WITHOUT the system and get acquainted musically.  

Practice the PACING and musical ideas without the system so the machinery doesn't get in 

the way of the MUSIC! 

 

Some of page turns not very good.  Photocopy and arrange. 

 

Obvious but perhaps important to mention….LADIES don't try to play with high heels if you 

are operating the system yourself, ..(because of foot switches etc!). 

 

SOME SYSTEM PROBLEMS 

THE MAJOR PROBLEM IS THE ONE OF KEY CLICKS and also the one of the HOLD 

FUNCTION 

- first, to 'catch' the hold.  Make a diminuendo and then catch the hold button an 

instant after the release.  This should mask the click.  The sound loops back on itself 



just at the moment of the diminuendo.  Some systems do this mote easily than even 

some MORE sophisticated systems. 

 

This particularly applies to the single note “hold” spots (E, C and G on page 6, flute 

version) and (B, G and D on page 6, clarinet version) etc etc. 

 

CLICKS,  can also be caused by foot pedal mal-functioning OR possibly the volume level is 

too high on the delay system, on the pre-amp or on the amp.  

 

Karen Bennett has added the following notes: the internal mike produced too much key noise, 

and she decided to perform the work with an EXTERNAL MIKE.  She found the best sound 

and least amount of key noise as well as the best visually, was to position the mike directly 

under the lover third of the flute with the mike pointed straight up.  This meant standing more 

still, but she did not find this a hindrance and was a viable alternative for performers who do 

not have easy access to an internal mike/pre-amp combination. 

 

Karen also says, regarding the clicks ...PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE with the 

equipment.  After a while it becomes almost instinctive when to press the foot switch, (Make 

diminuendo far about second and a half, then release and almost instantaneously press the 

switch).  Experiment with the volume controls on the delay system (input/output] in relation 

to the volume control on the amp.  Clicks can be controlled by reducing the output of the 

delay, and increasing the volume if the 'wet' side of the amp. 

 

Brooks de Wetter-Smith performed the work with the contact mike attached to his LAPEL 

and this effectively eliminated the clicks! 

 

Karen also adds: watch out for a gradually increasing 'roar' when feedback setting is highest.  

If noticed, bring the feedback setting down and adjust the lower feedback settings relative to 

this parameter. 

 

SET UP 

Despite the score most players find it is better to place the Delay system controls on the left. 

 

Brooks de Wetter-Smith had the system draped in a black cloth and placed in front of him, 

with several music stands to play from! 

 

MUSICAL DETAILS 

In general play with RUBATO…though without losing overall musical and dramatic shape. 

 

Change the knobs discretely but not apologetically!  It is part of the performance.  Work at 

getting the changes looking easy. ..fast but secure.  Don't let it be a panic! 

 

page 4. 3rd line,  F/B to 4 O NLY when using VEST KOZA...different machines are 

calibrated differently. 

 

middle of page 4, 5th line et seq.  Bring in the delay early enough so that the 16th notes 

(semiquavers) are clearly picked up in the delay. 

 

Page 6. HOLD. catch the E [B In Clarinet version) at the end of the dim AFTER its release. 

Start louder than p so that there is room for a dim.  Different from one f/s to another.  Timing 

is split second. 

 

Page 8.  A flat section.  (Page 7 E flat section in Clarinet version) Play the grace notes in such 

a way as to get an interesting rippling rhythm picked up in the delay. Probably a little tenuto 

on the first A flat. (E flat, clarinet).  Play grace notes as lightly as possible a lot of the keys are 



noisy.  Wait an instant before putting on the HOLD, just immediately before the high notes.  

The later the hold the better, the quick notes need a moment to get caught in the delay. 

 

Page 12 flute,  [page 10 Clarinet version)  There's a problem changing to the new settings 

before the giocoso.  XEROX and turn page earlier so as to be free to remake the settings. 

 

Giocoso section. Correct tempo essential here.. closer to 108.  The tempo has to be in the 

tempo of the system to get those chords to repeat properly on the delay.  With a system of 

infinite flexibility of settings a setting of 268 will work best here. 

 

page 12 line 5 Flute. (Page 10 line 2 clarinet version)  Catch the hold as late as possible, right 

at the end of the 16th rest.  Too soon gets the wrong sound.   SPLIT SECOND timing.  

Balance the timing of the hold with the dynamic level. 

 

page 16 line 2  (Page 10 bottom line, clarinet version)  DIM before the high G.  Careful with 

clicks here! 

 

page 17 line 5. (Page 12 line 6, Clarinet)  Wait as long as possible on the high A (clarinet high 

D) before hitting the HOLD button. 

 

Lots of IMPETUS from before the Agitato Molto, page 17 (page 12; clarinet] so that it all 

rushes headlong to the high C (flute) at the bottom of page 19, (Clarinet the high F middle of 

page 13]  ONE LONG PHRASE.  At the climax play in one big gesture, PLAY VERY FAST. 

Don't let improvised bits get in the way.  The whole section must have a frenetic quality.  DO 

NOT RIT too soon....there is a great temptation to do so!  The “drowning” section .is also one 

phrase. Flute page 20 to adagio lamentoso. [Clarinet, page 13 line 5 to adagio lamentoso.) 

 

page 19. (page 13 Clarinet) MOD button does not seem to give any problem. 

 

page 21, 2nd/3rd line down. Page 13, 1st and 2nd lines for clarinet). Do not play too loud, or 

the pp gets distorted. 

 

Top of page 23.   (Bottom of page 14 for clarinet)  Volume ONLY to 2/3 for the sake of the 

very end.  As marked in the score. 

 

Careful with the last B/C sharp. (E/F sharp for clarinet) Lift the key very quietly.  Delay C sharp 

(F sharp clarinet) a fraction so there is no key click (which makes musical sense in any case). 

In a message dated 9/27/2011 11:28:59 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time,  

 


